
Luxury Villa in Kassiopi ,Northeast Corfu
Reference: #NEKASS26

The ultimate in luxury - an outstanding stone built mansion boasting stunning sea and 
mountain views located in Kassiopi, North East of the Island.

Information

Price: Price on Demand Location: North East Category: Villas / Houses

Description

Set on a cliff offering panoramic, uninterrupted 280 degree views of Kassiopi village, 
Kaparelli Island and the sea across to majestic mountains and coastline of Albania, 
Anatoliko residence is the ultimate in luxury and design.
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This 2 storey stone built mansion is set on a plot of over 9,650 sqm with a living space of 
680 sqm. It offers complete privacy and is no more than 100 metres form the sea and has 
easy access to all amenities.

The ground floor of 380 sqm is split level with the grand living room being the focal point 
with large windows which take in the amazing sea views. On the northern side of the 
higher level, there are three en-suite bedrooms which all overlook the spectacular 
swimming pool, while the dining room and kitchen are on the southern side of this level.

The master bedroom with en-suite bathroom, walk-in closet and a private balcony are all 
located on the second floor. The balcony has wonderful views of the nearby Avlaki bay as 
well as Kassiopi village.

The basement of 300 sqm, which is accessed by either a staircase or lift, houses a two-car 
garage, and there are also provisions for a home gym, home theatre, machine and a 
control room for all the property’s amenities and mechanics as well as having ample 
additional space to serve as wine cellar, laundry room and staff quarters.

This is an outstanding investment opportunity offering you the optimum in luxury, design 
and comfort.

Characteristics

Building size: 699m2 Land size: 9742m2

Interior

Bedrooms: 6 Bathrooms: 6 Heating: In Floor Heating

Cooling: Yes

Exterior

Parking: 2 Cars Garage Pool: 90 Sq.m Infinity Pool View: 280 Degrees 
Magnificent View

Key features

Newly Built Stone Villa Close to the sea 280 degrees magnificent view
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Large plot 9.650sq.m Infinity Pool 15m Long Wine Cellar - Gym Room -TV 
Room

Absolute Privacy

Photo gallery
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Notes

Contact us

Mike Petsas

Tel: +30 2661099216 | +30 6937 787776

Mail: info@corfuhomes.gr
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Corfu Homes Real Estate Consultants

5th Km Palaiokastritsa National Road

49100 Kontokali, Corfu - Greece
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